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Q1

Please provide the name and title of the nominee.

Name Vinko Pandza

Title Operations Manager

Company Telus Security

Email vinko.pandza@telus.com

Phone 438 862 6362

Q2

How long has this nominee been employed by your organization?

15+

Q3

What has been the nominee's progression of positions within your organization over the course of his/her tenure?

- Agent

-Trainer
-Team manager

-Operation Manager

Q4

How long has the nominee served in his/her current position?

2 years+
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Q5

What is the nominee's experience and current areas of responsibility?

Vinko has been an integral part of the Telus family since 2008. Over the years, he demonstrated strong leadership abilities as a Team 

Manager supporting a wide range of skill sets including CLS, CxSS as well as Mobile & Home. He is presently an operation Manager 
for Telus security supporting the Eastern team of canada ( montreal and Ottawa)

Q6

What is the nominee's industry education, job-specific education and training, and industry certifications?

Vinko studied Economics at Concordia University in Montreal. Based in Montreal, Vinko was behind the creation of the PLAYBack 
committee (now recognized as MYPlayitforward Team) and has helped bring teams together for numerous events.

Q7

What attributes does the nominee seek in new employees during the hiring process?

Excellent communication skills and ability to understand the caller’s needs to respond appropriately with actions and/or words
Maintain composure, patience and professionalism in challenging situations

Ability to adapt your communication style to de-escalate or defuse emotionally charged situations
Demonstrated ability to remain open-minded and willing to change opinions based on new information

Demonstrated personal accountability to your team and company by respecting the needs and expectations set forth by the schedule
Ability to maintain a high level of performance under the pressure of time constraints and a fast-paced, changing environment

Talent to analyze unique situations, utilize problem-solving skills, and provide timely conflict resolution
Good judgment, capacity to take initiative and make quick decisions

Positive and energetic personality

Q8

What is the nominee's role in the training process of operators?

At TELUS, you are part of a high-performing team of individuals who collectively make TELUS one of the leading telecommunications 

companies in Canada. Your passion for demonstrating our values and making a difference for our customers, our shareholders, our 
communities and our team helps drive our success.

Q9

Explain how the manager oversees employee development and retention of the monitoring center workforce, and how
he/she identifies and acknowledges top operators (for example, employee reviews, promotion opportunities, special
recognition, etc.).

- Carrer developement opportunities
- Promoting  the Well being of team members

- Recognition
-Team activities and team bonding
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Q10

Explain how the monitoring center manager directs and influences the operation of the monitoring center as it relates to
the following:- Scheduling, emergency staffing and peak signal activity. - Establishing and achieving budget.- Attaining
and measuring customer satisfaction levels.- Complaint and conflict resolution. - Identifying and follow up on missed
signals. - Employee discipline and remedial training.- Establishing quality standards.

- promote regular follow up on agents with daily checkins and regular one/one meetings

-Monthly performance review
-Monthly attendance review

-Weekly meeting with supervisors
-Develop and foster learning oopportunities

Q11

Provide a specific example of how the nominee has led the monitoring center and maintained quality service levels in the
midst of a difficult situation.

During a storm last fall, with great operational challenges, Vinko was able to proactively mobilise the supervisor team to provide their 
availabilities and look after their respective teams. Thanks to that we are able to limit the damage and bring our service levels to 

normal quicker.

Q12

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with customers, including end users and
dealers?

Vinko has provided great advice when it comes to the Voice of the Customer initiative. It consists of sending random calls to 

customers and ask their feedback. After that wefollow up with the customers based on their feedback and questions.

Q13

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with responding authorities?

N/A

Q14

What is the nominee's role in increasing the company's exposure to the public?

Vinko built an impressive resume which included being at the forefront of driving changes as well as delivering strong performance 
results.  Known for his passion of giving back to the community, Vinko was behind the creation of the PLAYBack committee (now 

recognized as MYPlayitforward Team) and has helped bring teams together for numerous events.
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Q15

List some ways in which the nominee explores new technology within the monitoring center, and how he/she
communicates technological developments within the company to operators.

N/A

Q16

What "best practices" has this person introduced to the monitoring center?

Vinko was able to bring his supervisors to a level of leardership and care by implementing a culture of recognition, accountability and 
giving back to the communities

Q17

To which alarm industry associations, listing agencies, or response agency associations does the nominee belong, and
what is his/her level of involvement within these groups?

TMA

Q18

In which community outreach programs is the nominee involved?

TELUS Community Ambassador Club | Montreal

Q19

In what ways has the nominee improved the company's monitoring center offerings to subscribers?

Growing and scaling our SmartHome product and service offerings is critical to the success of our organization and a foundational part 
of our mission to improve the lives of all Canadians. Over the last three years, TELUS has become Canada's fastest-growing security 

and automation provider, with over 900,000 subscribers and a clear trajectory to one million and – beyond. Leaders like Vinko has 
played a key role to such a success
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Q20

Why does this person deserve to win the TMA Monitoring Center Manager of the Year award? Provide specific
examples of when this individual went beyond normal expectations to provide exceptional leadership within the
monitoring center.

- He is the promoter of this team vision: Our ECLT vision is to inspire, performance, growth, recognition & accountability by putting 

customers first and promoting a culture of well-being & giving back
- One of top influencer of our engagement score of 85 per cent, an increase of 700 basis points from last year’s result of 78 per cent

- His philosophy to have fiun and get things done is nnot just a quote but reality within our leardership team since he took over
- He initiated skip level meetings with agents who greatly appreciate it

- He encourages a goal driven approach and does regular follow up
- he defined our  inspiring and ambitious goals for 2023 Creating and Embracing Change in Everything We Do and Providing 

exceptional customer experiences by delivering strong PPO results .

Q21
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